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a study of the attempted denazification of german music by the music control branch of the information control
division of military government monod argues that the long term effects are greater than has been recognized as
german officials regained control and limited their involvement in artistic life while promoting new anti nazi music
disability inclusive development is an essential condition for a sustainable future in 2015 the united nations
adopted the 2030 agenda for sustainable development pledging to leave no one behind in the global efforts to
realize the 17 sustainable development goals without the world s one billion persons with disabilities 15 of the
world population being included as both agents and beneficiaries of development these goals will never be
achieved yet persons with disabilities are still invisible and often left behind this united nations flagship report is
the first publication to address at the global level the nexus between disability and the sustainable development
goals it is also the first global analysis based on an unprecedented amount of data legislation and policies from
over 100 countries to understand the socio economic circumstances of persons with disabilities and the challenges
and barriers they face in their daily lives this report examines new areas like the role of access to energy to enable
persons with disabilities to use assistive technology for which no global research was previously available and
explores the linkages between the sustainable development goals and the convention on the rights of persons with
disabilities as well as other international relevant norms and standards relating to disability against the backdrop
of all the available evidence the report identifies good practices and recommends urgent actions to be taken for
the achievement of the sustainable development goals by for and with persons with disabilities the e book for this
publication has been converted into an accessible format for the visually impaired and people with print reading
disabilities it is fully compatible with leading screen reader technologies such as jaws and nvda locality history
memory the making of the citizen in south asia was born out of the need to interrogate the tropes through which
place history and memory underpin notions of citizenship in present southasia time as both time present and time
past is framed here in two settings as privileging both place material or ideological site and space the latter refers
to religion oppression marginalization and or dalitisation time transcends both site location and actual physical
boundaries locality or location is therefore envisioned in terms of both actual place as well as a gateway to a
larger space in terms of a situation where historical memory negotiates the increasingly complex present agency
and contingency therefore assume a critical importance here citizenship far from being a discrete entity is found
to be multidimensional it refers to formal status and the legal status of nationality and citizenship authenticated in
the passport but it also refers to rights and privileges identity and solidarity religious beliefs and a sense of
belonging moving away from the role of the state which has been at the centre of all inquiries on citizenship we
ask here the following questions in locality history memory how does our history enforce or dilute the notion of the
citizen how far does memory strengthen or weaken it what role does features not normally associated with
citizenship such as access to natural resources or ritual faith and religion play in reinforcing such a status history
in the end is written by the historian and it was easy to map the changing methodologies used by the historians to
essay the past but this is becoming increasingly difficult now another twist is the shift to hypertext at a popular
level echoing what the late e h carr had once called bringing more and more people into history these so called
alternative histories or people s histories are becoming more and more popular because of the point at which we
are located in time moreover devices afforded by the new media enable these alternative histories to have an
immediacy that the conventional historical format lacked the collapse of state control over the new media has led
to the resurgence of many archaic voices unimaginable just a decade ago this original and lively study is an
analysis of the dynamics of british press reporting of india and the attempts made by the british government to
manipulate press coverage as part of a strategy of imperial control the press was an important forum for debate
over the future of india and was used by significant groups within the political elite to advance their agendas yet it
also provided the wider british public with the information and images from which they formed their conception of
the subcontinent the repercussions of press reporting were accordingly considerable being felt not only in britain
but also within india and the wider world for this reason british imperial administrators felt the need to integrate
press management with their approach to government kaul focuses on a period which represented a critical
transitional phase in the history of the raj witnessing the impact of world war i major constitutional reform
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initiatives the tragedy of the amritsar massacre and the launching of gandhi s mass movement the war was also a
watershed in official media manipulation and in the aftermath of the conflict the government s previously informal
and ad hoc attempts to shape press reporting were placed on a more formal basis being explicitly incorporated
into official strategy this book should be useful reading for students of the british empire indian history and the
british press it also offers important insights for students of media and communications studies and the history of
political communication and indeed anyone concerned with understanding the ever deepening relationship
between politics and the mass media today a detailed guide to the discipline of corporate valuation designed for
the professional investor who is building an investment portfolio that includes equity corporate valuation for
portfolio investment takes you through a range of approaches including those primarily based on assets earnings
cash flow and securities prices as well as hybrid techniques along the way it discusses the importance of
qualitative measures such as governance which go well beyond generally accepted accounting principles and
international financial reporting standards and addresses a variety of special situations in the life cycle of
businesses including initial public offerings and bankruptcies engaging and informative corporate valuation for
portfolio investment also contains formulas checklists and models that the authors or other experts have found
useful in making equity investments presents more than a dozen hybrid approaches to valuation explaining their
relevance to different types of investors charts stock market trends both verbally and visually enabling investors
to think like traders when needed offers valuation guidance based on less quantitative factors namely
management quality and factors relating to the company and the economy corporate valuation for portfolio
investment puts this dynamic discipline in perspective and presents proven ways to determine the value of
corporate equity securities for the purpose of portfolio investment corporate valuation for portfolio investment the
valuation of securities is as big a subject as they come running in multi dimensions from qualitative to
psychological from static todynamic from one dominant measure to a complex soup and using measures that range
from those that are internal to the observer to those determined bythe markets in corporate valuation for portfolio
investment bob andhis worthy coauthor cover the full range of valuation methods from the foreword by dean
lebaron corporate valuation for portfolio investment means determining the present value of future worth while
this may sound like a straightforward task in reality it takes time and hard earned experience to effectively
perform this essential financial function robert monks and alexandra lajoux understand the difficulty of this
endeavor that s why they have created corporate valuation for portfolio investment filled with in depth insights
and expert advice this reliable guide addresses the many facets of valuation and reveals what it takes to determine
the value of corporate equity securities for the purpose of portfolio investment written with the professional
investor in mind corporate valuation for portfolio investment takes you through a wide range of approaches
including those primarily based in assets earnings cash flow and securities prices and discusses hybrid valuation
techniques that combine aspects of these four main sources of valuation information along the way it also
examines the importance of qualitative measures such as governance and details a variety of special situations in
the life cycle of businesses including stock splits spin offs and pension funding if you re seeking superior returns
from investments in corporate equity then you have to have a firm understanding of valuation with corporate
valuation for portfolio investment as your guide you ll be in a better position to improve your sense of a company s
worth and the possible price ranges for buy sell and hold decisions this book describes the journey of singapore s
development and the fundamental role that water has had in shaping it what makes this case so unique is that the
quest for self sufficiency in terms of water availability in a fast changing urban context has been crucial to the way
development policies and agendas have been planned throughout the years this book is an interesting collection of
essays on the railways in colonial south asia the book introduces the key concepts which have now entered the
study of railway history e g economy ecology culture health and crime through the various essays the well
researched essays include those on the imperial railways in nineteenth century south asia pakistan railway impact
of railway expansion on the himalayan forests development of the sri lankan railways a study of the european
employees of the bb ci railways problems of indian railway up to c ad 1900 railways in gujarati literature and
tradition mapping the gaikwad baroda state railway on the colonial rail network coming of railways in bihar
expansion of railway to colonial orissa etc this book will be of immense value to those researching on various
dimensions of railway transport in colonial south asia it can also be read by the more perceptive general reader
exploring books on railways please note taylor francis does not sell or distribute the hardback in india pakistan
nepal bhutan bangladesh and sri lanka reprint of the original first published in 1872 the publishing house
anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior
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quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost
during the 19th century the engineering of ports and harbours became a large and specialised branch of the
profession this development began in ports in physically difficult locations and may be particularly identified with
the growth of the port of liverpool stimulated by the arrival of ever larger steamships and the heavy investment in
port facilities that they demanded it spread around much of the world the opening papers give examples of what
could be achieved in antiquity the following ones set out the advances in design and technology from 1700 to the
start of this century and note some of the failures and recurrent problems they also illustrate the critical
importance of political and economic factors in determining what the engineers achieved blending social history
geography economic history and urban studies stephen dobbs sets out the history of the singapore river and of the
people who made it their home and workplace this text should be of interest to anyone wishing to understand
singapore s numerous transformations the indus basin was once an arid pastoral watershed but by the second half
of the twentieth century it had become one of the world s most heavily irrigated and populated river basins
launched under british colonial rule in the nineteenth century this irrigation project spurred political social and
environmental transformations that continued after the 1947 creation of the new states of india and pakistan in
this first large scale environmental history of the region david gilmartin focuses on the changes that occurred in
the basin as a result of the implementation of the world s largest modern integrated irrigation system this
masterful work of scholarship explores how environmental transformation is tied to the creation of communities
and nations focusing on the intersection of politics statecraft and the environment one in seven working age adults
identifies as having a disability in oecd countries a share that is also substantial and growing among young people
8 in 2019 many of them are excluded from meaningful work and have low levels of income and social engagement
i this book provides a global perspective of indian sandalwood categorized as vulnerable by the international union
for conservation of nature it deals with history distribution propagation chemistry utilization improvement trade
and conservation in the present context this book explores ways and means for restoring its past glory by creating
awareness for its conservation and sustainable utilization the content encompasses informative tables appropriate
graphs and figures and illustrations with photographs and line drawings this compendium would be useful for
foresters forestry professionals botanists policymakers conservationists ngos and researchers in the academia and
the industry sectors published in the year 1974 government and labour in kenya is a valuable contribution to the
field of history edited and written by the engineers intimately involved in the project this text presents both theory
and practice in site reclamation and provides valuable lessons in site investigation geotechnical instrumentation
and more
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a study of the attempted denazification of german music by the music control branch of the information control
division of military government monod argues that the long term effects are greater than has been recognized as
german officials regained control and limited their involvement in artistic life while promoting new anti nazi music
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disability inclusive development is an essential condition for a sustainable future in 2015 the united nations
adopted the 2030 agenda for sustainable development pledging to leave no one behind in the global efforts to
realize the 17 sustainable development goals without the world s one billion persons with disabilities 15 of the
world population being included as both agents and beneficiaries of development these goals will never be
achieved yet persons with disabilities are still invisible and often left behind this united nations flagship report is
the first publication to address at the global level the nexus between disability and the sustainable development
goals it is also the first global analysis based on an unprecedented amount of data legislation and policies from
over 100 countries to understand the socio economic circumstances of persons with disabilities and the challenges
and barriers they face in their daily lives this report examines new areas like the role of access to energy to enable
persons with disabilities to use assistive technology for which no global research was previously available and
explores the linkages between the sustainable development goals and the convention on the rights of persons with
disabilities as well as other international relevant norms and standards relating to disability against the backdrop
of all the available evidence the report identifies good practices and recommends urgent actions to be taken for
the achievement of the sustainable development goals by for and with persons with disabilities the e book for this
publication has been converted into an accessible format for the visually impaired and people with print reading
disabilities it is fully compatible with leading screen reader technologies such as jaws and nvda
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locality history memory the making of the citizen in south asia was born out of the need to interrogate the tropes
through which place history and memory underpin notions of citizenship in present southasia time as both time
present and time past is framed here in two settings as privileging both place material or ideological site and
space the latter refers to religion oppression marginalization and or dalitisation time transcends both site location
and actual physical boundaries locality or location is therefore envisioned in terms of both actual place as well as
a gateway to a larger space in terms of a situation where historical memory negotiates the increasingly complex
present agency and contingency therefore assume a critical importance here citizenship far from being a discrete
entity is found to be multidimensional it refers to formal status and the legal status of nationality and citizenship
authenticated in the passport but it also refers to rights and privileges identity and solidarity religious beliefs and
a sense of belonging moving away from the role of the state which has been at the centre of all inquiries on
citizenship we ask here the following questions in locality history memory how does our history enforce or dilute
the notion of the citizen how far does memory strengthen or weaken it what role does features not normally
associated with citizenship such as access to natural resources or ritual faith and religion play in reinforcing such
a status history in the end is written by the historian and it was easy to map the changing methodologies used by
the historians to essay the past but this is becoming increasingly difficult now another twist is the shift to
hypertext at a popular level echoing what the late e h carr had once called bringing more and more people into
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history these so called alternative histories or people s histories are becoming more and more popular because of
the point at which we are located in time moreover devices afforded by the new media enable these alternative
histories to have an immediacy that the conventional historical format lacked the collapse of state control over the
new media has led to the resurgence of many archaic voices unimaginable just a decade ago
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this original and lively study is an analysis of the dynamics of british press reporting of india and the attempts
made by the british government to manipulate press coverage as part of a strategy of imperial control the press
was an important forum for debate over the future of india and was used by significant groups within the political
elite to advance their agendas yet it also provided the wider british public with the information and images from
which they formed their conception of the subcontinent the repercussions of press reporting were accordingly
considerable being felt not only in britain but also within india and the wider world for this reason british imperial
administrators felt the need to integrate press management with their approach to government kaul focuses on a
period which represented a critical transitional phase in the history of the raj witnessing the impact of world war i
major constitutional reform initiatives the tragedy of the amritsar massacre and the launching of gandhi s mass
movement the war was also a watershed in official media manipulation and in the aftermath of the conflict the
government s previously informal and ad hoc attempts to shape press reporting were placed on a more formal
basis being explicitly incorporated into official strategy this book should be useful reading for students of the
british empire indian history and the british press it also offers important insights for students of media and
communications studies and the history of political communication and indeed anyone concerned with
understanding the ever deepening relationship between politics and the mass media today
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a detailed guide to the discipline of corporate valuation designed for the professional investor who is building an
investment portfolio that includes equity corporate valuation for portfolio investment takes you through a range of
approaches including those primarily based on assets earnings cash flow and securities prices as well as hybrid
techniques along the way it discusses the importance of qualitative measures such as governance which go well
beyond generally accepted accounting principles and international financial reporting standards and addresses a
variety of special situations in the life cycle of businesses including initial public offerings and bankruptcies
engaging and informative corporate valuation for portfolio investment also contains formulas checklists and
models that the authors or other experts have found useful in making equity investments presents more than a
dozen hybrid approaches to valuation explaining their relevance to different types of investors charts stock market
trends both verbally and visually enabling investors to think like traders when needed offers valuation guidance
based on less quantitative factors namely management quality and factors relating to the company and the
economy corporate valuation for portfolio investment puts this dynamic discipline in perspective and presents
proven ways to determine the value of corporate equity securities for the purpose of portfolio investment
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corporate valuation for portfolio investment the valuation of securities is as big a subject as they come running in
multi dimensions from qualitative to psychological from static todynamic from one dominant measure to a complex
soup and using measures that range from those that are internal to the observer to those determined bythe
markets in corporate valuation for portfolio investment bob andhis worthy coauthor cover the full range of
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valuation methods from the foreword by dean lebaron corporate valuation for portfolio investment means
determining the present value of future worth while this may sound like a straightforward task in reality it takes
time and hard earned experience to effectively perform this essential financial function robert monks and
alexandra lajoux understand the difficulty of this endeavor that s why they have created corporate valuation for
portfolio investment filled with in depth insights and expert advice this reliable guide addresses the many facets of
valuation and reveals what it takes to determine the value of corporate equity securities for the purpose of
portfolio investment written with the professional investor in mind corporate valuation for portfolio investment
takes you through a wide range of approaches including those primarily based in assets earnings cash flow and
securities prices and discusses hybrid valuation techniques that combine aspects of these four main sources of
valuation information along the way it also examines the importance of qualitative measures such as governance
and details a variety of special situations in the life cycle of businesses including stock splits spin offs and pension
funding if you re seeking superior returns from investments in corporate equity then you have to have a firm
understanding of valuation with corporate valuation for portfolio investment as your guide you ll be in a better
position to improve your sense of a company s worth and the possible price ranges for buy sell and hold decisions
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this book describes the journey of singapore s development and the fundamental role that water has had in
shaping it what makes this case so unique is that the quest for self sufficiency in terms of water availability in a
fast changing urban context has been crucial to the way development policies and agendas have been planned
throughout the years
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this book is an interesting collection of essays on the railways in colonial south asia the book introduces the key
concepts which have now entered the study of railway history e g economy ecology culture health and crime
through the various essays the well researched essays include those on the imperial railways in nineteenth
century south asia pakistan railway impact of railway expansion on the himalayan forests development of the sri
lankan railways a study of the european employees of the bb ci railways problems of indian railway up to c ad
1900 railways in gujarati literature and tradition mapping the gaikwad baroda state railway on the colonial rail
network coming of railways in bihar expansion of railway to colonial orissa etc this book will be of immense value
to those researching on various dimensions of railway transport in colonial south asia it can also be read by the
more perceptive general reader exploring books on railways please note taylor francis does not sell or distribute
the hardback in india pakistan nepal bhutan bangladesh and sri lanka
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reprint of the original first published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints
due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and
make them available to the public so that they do not get lost
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during the 19th century the engineering of ports and harbours became a large and specialised branch of the
profession this development began in ports in physically difficult locations and may be particularly identified with
the growth of the port of liverpool stimulated by the arrival of ever larger steamships and the heavy investment in
port facilities that they demanded it spread around much of the world the opening papers give examples of what
could be achieved in antiquity the following ones set out the advances in design and technology from 1700 to the
start of this century and note some of the failures and recurrent problems they also illustrate the critical
importance of political and economic factors in determining what the engineers achieved
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blending social history geography economic history and urban studies stephen dobbs sets out the history of the
singapore river and of the people who made it their home and workplace this text should be of interest to anyone
wishing to understand singapore s numerous transformations
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the indus basin was once an arid pastoral watershed but by the second half of the twentieth century it had become
one of the world s most heavily irrigated and populated river basins launched under british colonial rule in the
nineteenth century this irrigation project spurred political social and environmental transformations that
continued after the 1947 creation of the new states of india and pakistan in this first large scale environmental
history of the region david gilmartin focuses on the changes that occurred in the basin as a result of the
implementation of the world s largest modern integrated irrigation system this masterful work of scholarship
explores how environmental transformation is tied to the creation of communities and nations focusing on the
intersection of politics statecraft and the environment
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one in seven working age adults identifies as having a disability in oecd countries a share that is also substantial
and growing among young people 8 in 2019 many of them are excluded from meaningful work and have low levels
of income and social engagement
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i this book provides a global perspective of indian sandalwood categorized as vulnerable by the international union
for conservation of nature it deals with history distribution propagation chemistry utilization improvement trade
and conservation in the present context this book explores ways and means for restoring its past glory by creating
awareness for its conservation and sustainable utilization the content encompasses informative tables appropriate
graphs and figures and illustrations with photographs and line drawings this compendium would be useful for
foresters forestry professionals botanists policymakers conservationists ngos and researchers in the academia and
the industry sectors
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published in the year 1974 government and labour in kenya is a valuable contribution to the field of history
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edited and written by the engineers intimately involved in the project this text presents both theory and practice
in site reclamation and provides valuable lessons in site investigation geotechnical instrumentation and more
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